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flat round cylinder disk
it is on the floor
Many small components that are
built together into one thing
Hollow tube on top of disk is 
screwed on
Like assembling a telescope
The disk twists a lot but only 
counterclockwise
Sharp edges will cut as a knife if you
get too close to the spinning edge!
Hollow tube is a glass tube
It keeps cutting me! Seven times by
now! Stomach three times, palm of
hand, across fingers, on wrist, and
on throat, slices! 
He sliced my toes off! 
A device was jabbed into a man's
both nostrils at the same time
The man had golden orange skin
color and red face paint thick lines
and dark hair
A man's throat was cut open and
the blood GUSHES out!
People are for sure being slaughtered
here, I don't see it yet but I am being
slaughtered by interaction with the
target
A man's tongue was cut off halfway
Indian man with red face paint
Spear stabbed into my chest, spear
has rather thin pole, brown as if
wood and with what looks like leather



string wrapped around it along it
Spearhead is black stone not flat
but uniform thickness around, with
thicker base and then the pointy part
is about two thirds of the length of
this spear blade stone

First the wooden peg device with 
two pegs is jabbed into the man's
nostrils, this wood device is painted
red. Then they take his tongue out
and cut half of the tongue off with
a blade. Prongs into the nose. 

Glass over the disk is like a bowl, and
you can put things down into this bowl

The man was still alive when they cut
the tongue
Later they take the lungs out both
still attached to the trachea/bronchi

They put things into the glass bowl. 
The glass bowl tube is connected with 
astronomy, celestial, gods, religion
They do something to his genitals 
as well
All this brutality was done for the 
celestial gods: stars etc.
The glass bowl has stars painted on it 
on the outside surface
And the disk spins around because it 
is the world spinning around with the 
stars above it. This disk and glass bowl 
structure is a MODEL OF THIS WORLD

Hence, they recognize the spinning around 
of the earth and/or the night sky, 
they see the earth as as a FLAT disk that is 
spinning in the bottom and center, 
and the star sky as a dome or glass 
bowl WITH AN OPEN TOP, above 



the earth ground disk, and that the 
stars are painted or on the OUTSIDE 
of the glass bowl of the sky. 


